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Abstract—The advanced notebooks, mobile phones, and
Internet applications in today’s world that we use are all
entrenched in classical communication bits of zeros and ones.
Classical Internet has laid its foundation originating from the
amalgamation of mathematics and Claude Shannon’s theory of
information. However, today’s Internet technology is a play-
ground for eavesdroppers. This poses a serious challenge to
various applications that rely on classical Internet technology,
and it has motivated the researchers to switch to new technologies
that are fundamentally more secure. By exploring the quan-
tum effects, researchers paved the way into quantum networks
that provide security, privacy, and range of capabilities such
as quantum computation, communication, and metrology. The
realization of Quantum Internet (QI) requires quantum com-
munication between various remote nodes through quantum
channels guarded by quantum cryptographic protocols. Such
networks rely upon quantum bits (qubits) that can simultane-
ously take the value of zeros and ones. Due to the extraordinary
properties of qubits such as superposition, entanglement, and
teleportation, it gives an edge to quantum networks over tradi-
tional networks in many ways. At the same time, transmitting
qubits over long distances is a formidable task and extensive
research is going on satellite-based quantum communication,
which will deliver breakthroughs for physically realizing QI in
near future. In this paper, QI functionalities, technologies, appli-
cations and open challenges have been extensively surveyed to
help readers gain a basic understanding of the infrastructure
required for the development of the global QI.
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I. OUTLINE

QUANTUM Internet (QI) is trending Internet technology
that facilitates quantum communication through quan-

tum bits (qubits) among remote quantum devices or nodes.
Such a technology will work in synergy with classical Internet
to overcome the limitations posed by traditional interconnect
technologies, as was highlighted in [1]. This novel technology
stems from the laws of quantum mechanics, where one of the
laws states that it is impossible to measure a property of a
system without changing its state. Consequently, qubits can-
not be copied and any attempt to do so will be detected, thus
making the communication more secure and private [2]. The
properties of qubits give an edge to QI over the traditional
Internet in many ways [3].

Qubits also exhibit quantum entanglement [4], where qubits
at remote nodes are correlated with each other. This correla-
tion is stronger than ever possible in the classical domain.
Entanglement is inherently private, as it is not possible,
because of no-cloning [5], for a third qubit to be entangled
with either of the two entangled qubits. Therefore, this quan-
tum effect could open up a different galaxy of applications
with world-changing potential [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13]. As qubits are prone to environmental losses, trans-
mitting qubits over long distances is a challenging task due to
decoherence [14]. Therefore, extensive research is going on
to achieve long-haul quantum communication [15], [16]. To
mitigate this noise, various techniques are employed, such as
Quantum Error-Correcting (QEC) codes [17] and fault-tolerant
techniques [18], [19], [20].

In the modern era, where the Internet plays a vital role
in everyday life [21], providing secure communication and
data privacy is of prime importance, ensuring no eaves-
dropping between two communicating parties [22]. On the
technical side, some of the contemporary cryptographic tech-
niques might be broken in the future, with the advent of
quantum computers. New potential in cryptography emerges
with advances in quantum cryptography that exploits quan-
tum mechanical principle of no-cloning. These features play
a vital role in providing secrecy and integrity to the data
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Fig. 1. Communication between Alice and Bob intercepted by Eve. Here,
channel is insecure which means that information is not encrypted by a cipher,
thus vulnerable to attacks by Eve.

to be communicated, thus making messages unintelligible to
any unauthorized party. If a malevolent third party, such as
Eve, as shown in Fig. 1, eavesdrops on this key distribu-
tion, privacy of the communication will be compromised.
This problem is addressed by the best-known application of
quantum networking, i.e., Quantum Key Distribution (QKD),
which provides secure access to computers on the cloud [23]
utilizing various protocols. QKD networks are commercially
available [24], [25], and are studied and deployed covering
metropolitan distances [26], [27], [28], [29]. Long distance
QKD networks with trusted nodes are also currently pos-
sible [26], [30]. Ultra-secure QKD protocols are developed
based on well-accepted laws that govern quantum physics for
sharing secret keys among two parties [9]. Further advances
in the field ask for the significant interdisciplinary effort by
research groups working on this novel technology to make it
widespread [31], [32].

A. Quantum Race

A tremendous amount of effort is put together by sci-
entists to realize global QI. As a result, infrastructures to
realize this technology are extensively studied and new solu-
tions are proposed. For instance, manufacturing of quantum
computers is speeding up; various tech giants such as IBM,
Google, Intel, and Alibaba have already started working on
it. A 50-qubits processor has been built and tested by IBM in
November 2017 [33]. Google has announced a 72-qubit pro-
cessor [34] and recently, towards the end of 2019, the company
has claimed to have entered a new era of incredible computa-
tional power by achieving “quantum supremacy,” i.e., solving
a computational problem that has not had a classical com-
puting solution obtainable in a reasonable time span [35].
Intel and Alibaba are actively working on technologies to
develop double-digit-qubits processors. In this quantum com-
puting race, future quantum computers will come into force
having disruptive potential to tackle complex problems such
as understanding photosynthesis, improvising catalysts for for-
mulating renewable fuels [36], [37], and complex Artificial
Intelligence (AI) systems [38].

Fig. 2. Vision of future quantum Internet working in synergy with classical
Internet.

In the interim, European countries are also actively involved
in building QI and, to boost the research, the European
Commission has launched a ten-year e1-billion leading
project [39]. In 2018, the European Union has announced
its first grant of e132-million as an initiative in the quan-
tum flagship for the following three years to speed up the
quantum research [40]. Stephanie Wehner’s group at the Delft
University of Technology in the Netherlands has a strong
vision for QI technology. This team is working to assemble
the first authentic quantum network, which is planned to link
four urban areas in the Netherlands [41]. They are coordinat-
ing in a large venture called Quantum Internet Alliance (QIA)
and together with other scientists are trying to reach their
goal to develop a blueprint for a pan-European entanglement-
based QI [41]. This blueprint will set the stage for a strong
European QI industry. Outside Europe, the U.S. government
has earmarked nearly 1.3 billion U.S. dollars in funding for
quantum research via its National Quantum Initiative Act, set
to run from 2019 to 2023 [42]. In the year 2017, a research
group from China has successfully demonstrated and observed
a satellite-based distribution of entangled photon pairs to two
separate ground stations on the earth, and with the successful
launch of the Micius satellite, they have already set the first
step to realize QI as a global network [43].

It is envisioned that a future QI will somewhat look like
as seen in Fig. 2. It will have a network of remote nodes
interconnected with each other with the help of multiparty
entanglement and quantum teleportation using fiber-based
or free space channels. The quantum effects of quantum
mechanics will make this network secure using various QKD
protocols. QEC codes will be required to encode the qubits
carrying the information that will protect them from decoher-
ence and environmental effects. With advancements in multi
qubit processors, full scale quantum computers will come into
force and, along with existing classical infrastructure, will
revolutionize the world with inherently secure global QI.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THIS SURVEY WITH OTHER RELATED SURVEYS

B. Motivation and Contribution

There are some specific surveys and review papers avail-
able that include the research work accomplished in particular
aspects of QI and underlying technologies, but no generalized
reviews. A brief comparison of this survey with other pub-
lished surveys on quantum networking is presented in Table I.
It is worth noting that several published surveys are specific
to certain concepts such as quantum computing [44], quantum
cryptography [45], quantum teleportation [46], [47], quantum
channel capacities [48], quantum key distribution [49], [50],
quantum entanglement [51], and satellite based quantum com-
munication [52], [53]. Motivated by this, we have adopted a
generalized approach targeting the wide audience to appreciate
the advantages of quantum communication over the classical
one, with the following contributions.

• The basic concepts of quantum mechanics that are
required to have an in-depth knowledge of quantum
communication are put forth.

• We provide enough tutorial content by highlighting the
functionalities of QI, followed by possible applications it
can offer, and by underlining the challenges it can face
with.

• We cover all the components of QI explicitly so that
even the readers without quantum related background can
easily understand the preliminaries governing this novel
technology.

• We bring all the components of QI together, which are
required to build the global quantum networks, by out-
lining their historical developments with communication
perspective.

The rest of the paper structure is detailed as shown in Fig. 3.
Section II starts with the preliminaries of quantum mechan-
ics that are required to understand the basic concepts needed
for quantum computation and communication. In Section III,
different technologies adopted to represent qubits are listed.
This is followed by reviewing the functionalities of QI in
Section IV, which includes quantum teleportation, quantum
repeaters, quantum channels, quantum memories, QKD, and
end nodes. In Section V, some of the applications that have
been discovered theoretically by researchers are listed and
reviewed. After that, in Section VI, challenges faced in realiz-
ing QI are analysed, such as decoherence, imperfections faced
by quantum teleportation process, entanglement generation,
and distribution of quantum states. Finally, in Section VII,
future perspectives are discussed followed by concluding
remarks and research directions for the realization of the
global QI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we study the basics of quantum mechan-
ics with an emphasis on qubits. We discuss the mathematics
behind single qubit and multi qubit systems, state vector
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Fig. 3. Structure of the paper.

representations on the Bloch sphere, and the basic quantum
gates.

A. Quantum Mechanics

Quantum mechanics is a discipline with a continuously
increasing importance in today’s world applied with colossal
success in many fields of science and technology including
physics, chemistry, AI, life sciences, and military applica-
tions. It is formulated as a mathematical framework, or set of
rules, for the development of physical hypotheses by exploit-
ing the properties of single quantum systems involving qubits.
For harnessing the power of quantum mechanics in various
applications, the study of the qubit and of the single quan-
tum system is of utter importance. It has the potential to offer
secure communications [57] that can make them cryptographi-
cally as secure as the One-Time-Pad (OTP) [58], unlike today’s
classical communication and cryptography with its vulnerabil-
ities. For better understanding the quantum effects of quantum
mechanics, certain theorems [59] were postulated by physicists
to get a clear view of properties of qubits.

1) State Space and Superposition Principle: An isolated
or closed system of qubits is associated with complex Hilbert
space, also known as the state space of the system. A unit vec-
tor completely describes the state vector of a system in its state
space. A qubit is the simplest quantum mechanical system
that can be represented geometrically by a Bloch sphere, as
depicted in Fig. 4. Any pure quantum state |ψ〉 can be rep-
resented by a point on the surface of the Bloch sphere with
spherical coordinates of θ as polar angle, i.e., angle that a line
makes with Z-axis, and φ as an azimuthal angle, i.e., angle
that line makes with X-axis [60]:

∣
∣ψ

〉

= cos

(
θ

2

)
∣
∣0
〉

+ eiφ sin

(
θ

2

)
∣
∣1
〉

, (1)

where “|·〉” is called a “ket-vector” in Dirac notation, which
physically represents the pure quantum state of the qubit. The
angle φ represents the phase of a quantum state |ψ〉. Every
individual state in the Bloch sphere is represented by a two-
dimensional (2D) vector, where |0〉 and |1〉 are its basis vectors
that are orthogonal to each other. States that can be represented
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Fig. 4. Bloch sphere: Geometrical representation of pure quantum state of
a qubit. Here any state |ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉 can be shown by a point on the
surface of the sphere, where α = cos( θ2 ) and β = e iφsin( θ2 ).

by a “ket-vector” are known as a pure quantum states. In com-
parison, mixed states are mixtures of pure states, resulting in
probabilistic results when measured. It is a system with weak
state or whose state is not fully defined, written in infinitely
many different ways as probable outcomes of well-defined
pure states [47], [61]. The pure state, given in equation (1),
upon measurement results in either state |0〉 or |1〉, as depicted
by Copenhagen interpretation [62].

While in classical communication, the transmission of
information takes place in the form of bits taking either “0”
or “1” value, the quantum communication on the other hand
uses qubits that can be in a superposition of the two basis
states simultaneously taking the value of “0” and “1” [63].
The result of measurement of such states is not definite |0〉 or
definite |1〉. The principle of superposition can be best under-
stood by visualizing the polarization state of a photon. At
45 degree of polarization, a photon is simultaneously verti-
cally and horizontally polarized, representing both states at
the same time [3]. A famous thought experiment paradigm of
superposition principle is Shrödinger’s cat, where the cat is,
as colloquially interpreted, simultaneously dead and alive as a
result of random event that may or may not occur [64].

2) Measurement of Quantum State: As discussed above,
a qubit upon measurement will collapse it into one of the
basis states [4]. This property of qubits is very well utilized
in keeping the communications secure as any measurement of
quantum state by Eve will affect its state irreversibly. In (1), the
coefficients of |0〉 and |1〉 represent the probability amplitudes
and their squares represent the probabilities of getting “0” and
“1” upon measurement. The value of probability amplitudes
of the quantum states greatly affects the outcome of measure-
ment and these can be manipulated by quantum gates that will
be discussed in Section II-D. Measurements can also be under-
stood with the help of the Bloch sphere, as earlier discussed. If

the measurement is performed along the Z-axis, the result will
be “0” or “1.” If it is performed along the Y-axis, the result
will be 1√

2
|0〉 + 1√

2
i|1〉 or 1√

2
|0〉 − 1√

2
i|1〉. The positive X-

axis is pointing towards the reader, the state is 1√
2
|0〉+ 1√

2
|1〉

and 1√
2
|0〉 − 1√

2
|1〉 and any measurement performed in this

direction will result in any one of these states.
3) Quantum No-Cloning: This theorem, which was first

formulated by Wooters, Zurek and Deiks in 1982 [5], states
that the quantum state of any particle carrying a qubit in a
quantum channel cannot be either copied, amplified or cloned,
thus making it a reliable and secure form of communication.
Any attempt to clone it will be detected, further activating the
QKD protocols [65]. However, at the same time, no-cloning
prevents qubits to be sent over long distances by amplification
or sending copies of qubits, as it is done in classical com-
munication, for efficient detection of bits without any loss of
information. For this purpose, quantum repeaters are studied
to solve the problem of long distance communication of qubits,
which is the core functionality required for full-scale QI.

B. Single Qubit System

In classical digital communication systems, the information
is encoded in the form of binary bits. The bit represents a
logical state with one of two possible values, i.e., “1” or “0”.
On the other hand, in quantum communication, instead of
bits, qubits are employed to carry quantum information from
source to destination. A qubit can be imagined as a two-way
system; direction of polarization of a photon, the up or down
spin of an electron, or two energy levels of an electron orbit-
ing an atom. For instance, the electron can exist in either
“ground” or “excited” state in an atom, represented by a state
|ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉, where |0〉 and |1〉 corresponds to ground
state and excited state, respectively. By directing light on the
atom at the right time and the right intensity, it is possible
to move the electron from the |0〉 state to the |1〉 state and
the other way around. Manipulating the time interval of the
light, an electron, at first, in the state |0〉 can now be moved
somewhere between |0〉 and |1〉, into |ψ〉 = 1√

2
|0〉 + 1√

2
|1〉

state, i.e., superposition of basis states. The variables α and
β are complex numbers representing probability amplitudes,
which means that |α|2 is the probability of getting |ψ〉 = 0
as a result of the measurement on qubit |ψ〉 and |β|2 is the
probability of getting |ψ〉 = 1 as a result of the measurement
on qubit |ψ〉. It must be satisfied that,

|α|2 + |β|2 = 1. (2)

A classical bit is like a coin resulting in definite outputs of
heads or tails. Supposing, a qubit with α = β = 1√

2
, will be

in the state:
∣
∣± 〉

=
1√
2

∣
∣0
〉± 1√

2

∣
∣1
〉

, (3)

which gives a result 0 with 0.5 probability and result 1 with
0.5 probability, when measured over the time. This state often
plays a vital role in quantum communication and is denoted by
|+〉 and |−〉. Despite qubit theoretically having the capacity of
carrying an infinite amount of information, all quantum states
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collapse to a single state of 0 and 1 upon measurement and
the reason for this characteristic is still unknown.

C. Multiple Qubits

In Section II-B, it was seen that a single qubit system is 2D
but, in the real world, more number of qubits are required
for complex computations to gain full advantage of quan-
tum postulates. Hence, there is also a need to study multiple
qubit systems. For instance, a two-qubit system will have four
computational basis states denoted by |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉.
The quantum state for a pair of qubits is represented by state
vectors having their respective amplitude coefficients as

∣
∣ψ

〉

= a00
∣
∣00

〉

+ a01
∣
∣01

〉

+ a10
∣
∣10

〉

+ a11
∣
∣11

〉

. (4)

Similar to the condition that has been discussed for a single
qubit, the measurement result of (4) occurs with probability
a200 for |00〉, a201 for |01〉, a210 for |10〉, and a211 for |11〉. If x =
00, 01, 10, 11, then normalization condition is

∑

x |ax |2 = 1.
Thus, it can be seen that with the addition of single qubit, the
computational basis states are increased exponentially thereby
giving space for complex computations that were beyond reach
with classical resources.

1) Bell States or EPR Pairs: EPR is the name which
came from famous paradox raised by three scientists Einstein,
Podolsky, and Rosen in their famous paper “Can a quan-
tum mechanical description of physical reality be considered
complete?”, where unintuitive properties of Bell states were
pointed out [66]. In a two qubit mechanical system, Bell states
are mathematically expressed as:

∣
∣Φ+〉 =

1√
2

∣
∣00

〉

+
1√
2

∣
∣11

〉

, (5)

∣
∣Φ−〉 =

1√
2

∣
∣00

〉− 1√
2

∣
∣11

〉

, (6)

∣
∣Ψ+〉 =

1√
2

∣
∣01

〉

+
1√
2

∣
∣10

〉

, (7)

∣
∣Ψ−〉 =

1√
2

∣
∣01

〉− 1√
2

∣
∣10

〉

. (8)

The two particles in these Bell states are termed EPR pairs
and are responsible for entanglement generation and distri-
bution in the case of quantum teleportation, which is the
key functionality of QI. EPR pairs are generated by vari-
ous schemes (Section III-A) and are sent to Alice and Bob
so that any measurement at Alice’s qubit is the same as per-
formed on Bob’s qubit, which is justified because they share
entangled qubits of an EPR pair. A Bell state has the property
that when the first qubit state is measured, it results in two
outcomes, i.e., 0 with 1

2 probability and 1 with 1
2 probabil-

ity leaving the post-measurement state to be |00〉 and |11〉,
respectively. Due to this, if the second qubit is measured, it
results in the same outcome as the first qubit. This explains
the interesting correlation between these two qubits. Even if
some local operations are applied to the first or second qubit,
these correlations still exited because of entanglement. EPR’s
paradox was improvised by John Bell in [67], where it is
stated that these measurement correlations in the Bell state are
much stronger than anything possible in classical systems. This

Fig. 5. Entanglement: Two particles A and B are correlated with each other
even if they are a long distance apart. If any measurement is done at A
having spin +45, then the same is reflected at B. This happens due to the
weird phenomena of quantum entanglement.

enables processing of the information that goes well beyond
what is possible in the classical world.

2) Entanglement: Quantum entanglement, shown in Fig. 5,
is the phenomenon of correlation between two pairs of qubits
that are separated by a physical distance, such that any ran-
dom measurement on entangled qubits will generate the same
set of random outcomes [68]. The concept of quantum entan-
glement, which is governed by laws of quantum mechanics, is
the core functionality for many applications and does not have
any counterpart in classical communication. As discussed in
the Section II-C1, an EPR pair is a maximally entangled pair
of qubits that are in a superposition. Independently measuring
these qubits results in a random distribution of “1” and “0” in
equal probability. This means that the state of entangled qubits
is instantaneously fixed when the other pair of an entangled
qubit is measured. Entanglement does not allow any exchange
of information between remote nodes, rather it allows obtain-
ing only mutual information. For information exchange, qubits
can be transmitted between remote nodes without actually
sending them from source to destination by the phenomenon
of quantum teleportation [47], [69], which is fundamental for
quantum networks [70]. An unknown quantum state can also
be transmitted through quantum teleportation from source to
a destination over long distances with the aid of EPR pair and
local operations.

The concept of entanglement was first recognised by
Einstein et al. in 1935 [66] and the phenomena of entan-
glement was originally given by Schrödinger in the same
year [64]. It was also termed as spooky action at a distance
by Einstein. After that, Bohm investigated the two quan-
tum particles, that were entangled to each other, are now
termed qubits [71]. Later on, Bell in his research [67] come
up with a theorem to experimentally test the question of
the locality and reality of entanglement. This development
motivated various researchers to create entangled particles
in labs [72], [73], [74]. A series of experiments practised in
2015 covered all the experimental loopholes that were present
before [75], [76], [77]. Using entanglement for communication
in technical applications is not clear, because entanglement
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itself does not allow information transmission. However, it
can help to build a virtual secure channel or a cryptographic
channel [9]. Systems with multiple particles involved are rep-
resented by 2n -Dimensional state space. It can be seen that,
with the addition of a single qubit, the computational basis
states are increased exponentially, thereby giving space for
complex computations which are impossible in classical com-
munication systems. A system of this type is described by
the Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) theorem [78], which
is different from Bell’s theorem [67] in the context of deter-
ministic nature of the predicted outcomes. The application of
the GHZ theorem is that multi-particle entanglement can be
used for QEC [79]. These ways high-dimensional entangled
EPR pairs are developed and proved advantageous in quantum
theory [80].

D. Quantum Gates

Quantum computations rely on quantum gates for changing
or manipulating the states of qubits. A quantum computer is
built using quantum circuits that contain various gates and
wires to manipulate the information stored in qubits. Using
these quantum gates, quantum circuits can be built that can
entangle and teleport qubits from Alice to Bob. In this section,
some of the famous quantum gates are discussed, which are
the building blocks of various quantum circuits required to
build a full-fledged quantum computer.

1) Single Qubit Quantum Gates: Single qubit operation in
quantum domain is simply defined by any rotation about the
axis of the Bloch sphere as shown in Fig. 4. These rotations
can be defined by Pauli matrices [81]. Certain transforms are
defined for 180◦ rotations and are given by:

Pauli − X ≡
[
0 1
1 0

]

, (9)

which is represented as transformation along X-axis. Similarly,
for transformations along Y-axis and Z-axis, the matrix repre-
sentation is given by:

Pauli − Y ≡
[
0 −i
i 0,

]

, (10)

and

Pauli − Z ≡
[
1 0
0 −1

]

, (11)

respectively. Equation (9) is the matrix representation of
quantum NOT-Gate. Pauli-X can be manipulated with a 90◦
(π/2) rotation along Y-axis after 180◦ (π) rotation about the
Z-axis yielding a Hadamard gate transform represented by the
following matrix:

H ≡ 1√
2

[
1 1
1 −1

]

. (12)

2) Multiple Qubits Gate: In practice, more than one qubit
is involved in computations. Hence, studying manipulations
on multiple qubits is important to understand the insights. A
controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate is the widely used multi-qubit
logic gate, which has target qubit and control qubit as the
inputs of the CNOT gate. If the control qubit is kept one,

TABLE II
TRUTH TABLE FOR CNOT-GATE

Fig. 6. Parametric Down Conversion: Generation of entanglement by incident
of laser beam to a crystal.

target qubit is inverted at the output; if the control qubit is kept
zero, the target qubit retains its original state. To understand
the operation, a truth table is shown in Table II and its matrix
transform is:

CNOTGate ≡

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
. (13)

III. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

This section starts with a brief introduction to quantum
entanglement and the schemes adopted for its generation and
distribution. The technologies adopted for representing the
qubits toward quantum computation and networking are stud-
ied. All the schemes and the choices for the selection of qubits
are summarized in Table III.

A. Entanglement Generation and Distribution

Entanglement is a counter-intuitive form of correlation
that has no correspondence in the classical domain, as dis-
cussed earlier. Random results can be obtained by individually
measuring any qubit forming an EPR pair and the two inde-
pendent measurements result in an outcome that is either
directly or complementary related. In particular, for exchange
of information between two remote nodes through quantum
teleportation, entanglement generation and distribution are the
key ingredient in this process [82]. Some schemes adopted
for generation and distribution of EPR pairs between Alice
and Bob, which are long distance apart, are discussed in what
follows.

1) Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion: In this
scheme, which is depicted in Fig. 6, photons are employed for
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TABLE III
CHOICES FOR QUBIT TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

Fig. 7. Entanglement generation by single atom excitation.

entanglement generation and distribution between two remote
nodes by the incidence of the laser beam on a crystal. The use
of photons is advantageous as they can travel at high speed
and can cover a long distance in fiber channels with the least
amount of attenuation. Thus, photons are promising candidates
for the entanglement creation [83], [84]. The photons are also
associated with moderate amount of decoherence and noise as
they least interact with the environment [47]. In the optical
parametric down conversion method, a laser beam is incident
on a birefringent crystal, which converts photon beams into
pair of correlated photons with the help of non-linear effects
of crystal [85]. The entangled photons are vertically and hor-
izontally polarized and individually transported to Alice and
Bob through a quantum channel, so that any measurement at
Alice is reflected at Bob irrespective of the distance between
them.

2) Single Atom Excitation by Laser Beam: A different
scheme, as shown in Fig. 7, can be employed for entangle-
ment generation and distribution. In this, atoms coupled firmly
with an optical cavity are excited by a laser source, resulting
in the radiation of atom-entangled photons that departs from
the cavity CA and travels through quantum channel reaching
another cavity CB , where the photons are absorbed coher-
ently, thus mapping the polarization of photon onto the state of

Fig. 8. Entanglement generation by two atoms simultaneous excitation by
laser pulse.

remote atoms. In this way, two atoms are remotely entangled
by photons [86], [87].

3) Two Atoms Simultaneous Excitation by Laser Beam:
In this scheme, two atoms are simultaneously excited by the
incidence of a laser beam on cavities CA and CB resulting
in radiation of two atom-entangled photons. These atom-
entangled photons depart from CA and CB , as shown in Fig. 8,
and travel along the quantum channel where the Bell State
Measurement (BSM) takes place. BSM is a scheme that is
utilized for the generation of maximally entangled Bell states
based on Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference, where two
photons interact with each other at a beamsplitter (BS) [88].
It performs a joint quantum measurement on the state of
these atom-entangled photons resulting in entanglement swap-
ping operation [89], discussed in Section IV-B, distributing
entanglement between remote atoms [90], [91], [92].

B. Qubit Technologies

1) Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics: Cavity quantum elec-
trodynamics (cQED) refers to qubit technology where coherent
interaction takes place between matter qubits such as quan-
tum dot systems, trapped ions, and quantized field of optical
or microwave resonator. Coherency is achieved by using
a low-loss cavity, which is used to enhance the electric
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field associated with a single photon, such that the rabi
frequency corresponding to atom-field interaction is faster
than the decay rate of the field in the cavity [70]. It inves-
tigates the coupling properties of atoms with photon modes
in cavities. Armour et al. [93], Irish and Schwab [94] have
recently proposed the idea of cQED using nano-mechanical
resonators [93], [94]. The cQED has many applications in
Quantum Information Processing (QIP) such as atom-atom,
atom-photon, and photon-photon entanglement [95], [96].

2) Photonic Qubits: Photonic qubits have played a very
important role in QIP as they can be controlled by tradi-
tional optical components and experience the least amount of
decoherence in their path, which is the phenomenon of loss
of quantum information due to the fragile nature of photons
in noisy environments. As it is one of the most challeng-
ing and disrupting aspect of quantum communication, it will
be detailed in Section VI-A. This is the first qubit tech-
nology that was realised for generation and distribution of
quantum entanglement [74], [97], [98] and has been used
for experimental realization of quantum cryptography [99].
They are the first candidates to accomplish the task of quan-
tum teleportation [46], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104]. As
QI requires long-distance communication, photonic qubits can
achieve this with very little decoherence. If free space is con-
sidered as a communicating channel, the birefringence is weak
and the absorption of photons is small at optical frequencies
as compared to fiber channels [105]. Also, this technology
is particularly attractive as photons can be instantly con-
nected to various quantum communication applications such
as distributed quantum computation [106].

3) Trapped Ions: The trapped ion is another promising
approach for scalable QIP [107], [108]. It offers excellent fea-
tures such as coherence [109] and effective implementation of
entangling gates with least amount of cross-talk [110]. This
approach depends basically on the idea proposed by Cirac and
Zoller in [111]. Experiments using trapped-ions qubit show
single-qubit and multi-qubit operations having fidelity sig-
nificantly higher than the minimum threshold needed during
fault-tolerant quantum computing [112], [113], [114]. Using
this technique, a fully programmable five-qubit quantum com-
puter was built [115]. Although the ion trap approach can
hold a large number of qubits, their role in quantum com-
puting is radically restricted by the number of entanglement
operations that can be executed within the time limits of coher-
ence [116]. Consequently, the improvement of mechanisms for
achieving high-speed and high-fidelity entangling gates is nec-
essary for accomplishing large-scale computation on trapped
ion platforms [117].

4) Solid State Approach: Solid-state qubits are formed
by electron spins [118] followed by superconducting cir-
cuits [119] having the transition frequencies in the range
of Gigahertz (GHz) thus making them compatible with tra-
ditional off-the-shelf Radio Frequency (RF) and microwave
components. The solid-state quantum memories, along with
photonic qubits, provide excellent solutions that comprise
semiconductor quantum dots [118], [120] or rare-earth-doped
crystals [121]. This approach has the advantage of meeting
scalability requirements in QIP. A large number of solid-state

systems has been built, starting from the 1990s up to recently,
that can achieve quantum computation with required scalabil-
ity. Big tech giants like Google, Intel, and IBM are pursuing
this technology and due to the demonstration of the best
performance of superconducting qubits, they have already
invested into building supreme quantum processors. The most
extensive demonstration is the Sycamore processor, built by
Google, that has 53 operational qubits [122] and is considered
as a breakthrough in the development of technology to realize
QI on a large scale [123].

5) Superconducting Approach: Superconducting circuits
comprise of Josephson junctions, interconnects, and passive
elements, i.e., inductors and capacitors, with good isola-
tion [124]. These circuits operate at milliKelvin (mK) tempera-
tures. Some materials used in such circuits are aluminium (Al),
titanium nitride (TiN), and niobium (Nb), substrates of silicon
(Si) and sapphire (Al2O3), which are compatible with CMOS
manufacturing technology [125]. This approach provides litho-
graphic scalability, compatibility with off-the-shelf microwave
components, and nanosecond-level operability. These features
have all been fused, thus placing superconducting qubit tech-
nology at the forefront of the development of emerging
quantum processors. This technology also features high fidelity
teleportation [126] with single-qubit gate fidelities exceeding
99.9% and two-qubit gate fidelities exceeding 99.5% [119].

IV. QUANTUM INTERNET FUNCTIONALITIES

Quantum Internet is a system that consists of various func-
tionalities required for communicating information among
remote nodes of a network. In this section, we will focus on
various functionalities of QI like quantum teleportation, quan-
tum channels, quantum repeaters, quantum memories, QKD,
and end nodes.

A. Quantum Teleportation

Quantum teleportation comprises a system for transmitting
qubits inside a network of quantum communication without
physically transferring the particle storing the qubit. The con-
cept of teleporting qubits has started with the seminal work
presented in “Teleporting an unknown quantum state via dual
classical and Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen channels” [69]. It was
proved experimentally by Anton Zeilinger group in 1997 for
the first time through the successful transmission of quantum
optical states [100]. At the same time, group of Sandu Popescu
successfully experimented with the photonic teleportation in
1998 [103]. The teleportation distance of 55 m was achieved
under laboratory conditions by Swiss researcher Nicolas Gisin
and his team in 2003 [127] and later verified it in 2007
by using Swisscom’s commercial telecommunication network
based on fiber-optics [128]. Later in 2004, researchers from
Innsbruck and USA succeeded in teleporting atomic states for
the first time [129] followed by an Austrian group led by
Anton Zeilinger who achieved a distance of 600 m through a
fiber-optic across Danube [130]. This distance was improved
to 1.3 km in [75]. Significant experimental progresses in quan-
tum teleportation networks have improved the beeline distance
to 8.2 km [15] and 100 km [131]. A larger distance - 144 km
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Fig. 9. Quantum Teleportation: Alice holds |Φ+〉A and Bob holds |Φ+〉B
state of the pair. Measurement of Bell state and data qubit as a pair |φD 〉
|Φ+〉A is done by Alice and the result of the measurement is stored in classical
bits X and Y as shown above. Manipulating X and Y at Bob, the original
state of |φD 〉 is recovered.

between the islands of La Palma and Tenerife - of telepor-
tation was further achieved by a team of Anton Zeilinger in
2012 using a free space channel [132]. With the advancements
in satellite technology, teleportation over a distance of more
than 1200 km has been successfully realized with the launch
of the Micius satellite by Jian-Wei Pan and his team from
China [16].

A large portion of the examinations has been confined to the
teleportation of single-body quantum states, i.e., quantum tele-
portation of two-level states [69], multidimensional states [82],
continuous variable teleportation [133], and discrete variable
teleportation [134]. Teleportation through noisy channels of
bipartite entangled states is studied in [135]. Quantum tele-
portation of a two-qubit entangled state is discussed in [136]
and [137]. It is facilitated by quantum entanglement. Quantum
teleportation is realized, as shown in Fig. 9, with two parallel
links required for communication.

1) Quantum channel link, for generating entangled EPR
pair and distributing it between source and destination
nodes.

2) Classical channel link, for transmitting two classical bits
from a source node to a destination node for sending the
measurement result of source qubit.

Quantum teleportation is not straightforward for application,
which renders efficient communication and fidelity of the
system [47]. However, at the same time, it involves imperfec-
tions in its process imposed by photon loss in environment-
decoherence or are the result of a sequence of operations
that are applied for the processing of teleportation [138].
Thus, the technology opted for quantum teleportation plays
a strong part in improving the system fidelity and reducing
decoherence [47].

The process of teleportation begins with source node Alice
in possession of an unknown data qubit |φD 〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉,
and an EPR pair shared between Alice and Bob. Let us assume
the bell pair to be |Φ+〉, as shown in (5). Bell pair qubit which

Alice holds is denoted by |Φ+〉A and the other pair of qubit
held by Bob is |Φ+〉B, as shown in Fig. 9. The procedure of
teleportation between Alice and Bob is as follows.

1) Bell state |Φ+〉 is prepared by Alice and Bob such that
each of them holds the qubit of this EPR pair. Alice
holds |Φ+〉A and Bob holds |Φ+〉B state of the pair.

2) Simultaneously, the state to be teleported, i.e., |φD 〉, is
acquired by Alice.

3) Measurement of Bell state and data qubit as a pair
|φD 〉|Φ+〉A is performed by Alice and the result of
measurement, stored in two classical bits, is sent to
destination Bob through classical link.

4) Bob manipulates the received classical bits and apply
corrections in X or Z direction accordingly.

5) At last, Bob’s qubit state |Φ+〉B now holds the same
quantum state as Alice’s |φD 〉. This completes the pro-
cess of teleportation of the data qubit between end nodes
of Alice and Bob.

In the process of measurement, the entanglement of EPR
pair is destroyed, therefore it should be noted here that for
teleportation of another data qubit, another EPR pair should
be generated and distributed. Thus, it can be seen that quantum
entanglement is an important quantum effect, as it is funda-
mental pre-requisite for transmission of particle storing the
qubit. It is vital to look at the technologies to generate and dis-
tribute the qubits, which are discussed in Section III-B. In view
that Alice and Bob represent remote nodes, the entanglement
generation taking place at one side must be complemented
by way of the entanglement distribution capability, moving
entangled qubit to the destination side. Considering this, it
is highly likely for the adoption of photons as entanglement
providers [91]. The reason for this choice lays in the advan-
tages offered by photons for entanglement distribution [98],
along with least interaction with the environment, smooth
control with basic optical components as well as high-speed
low-loss transmission to far off nodes.

1) Mathematical Details: For the state of clarity, lets anal-
yse the mathematical details of quantum teleportation process.
The input is data qubit state |φD 〉, that is to be teleported from
Alice to Bob. EPR pairs of Bell state |Φ+〉 is required to be
in possession of both Alice and Bob.

• Global state of Alice and Bob is represented by |ψD 〉,
which is the tensor product of |φD 〉 and |Φ+〉 given by:

∣
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〉
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Now, (15) becomes
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• Alice then applies the CNOT operation to the pair of
qubits that she has, that maps |10〉 into |11〉 and vice
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versa, the result of which is:
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• Alice then applies Hadamard gate operation to |φD 〉, that
maps |0〉 into |0〉+|1〉√

2
, and |1〉 into |0〉−|1〉√

2
, resulting in:
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• Rearranging (18) gives
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• Alice then applies the join measurement on the pair
of qubits at her possession and has 25% probability of
getting each of the combinations |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉.

• The measurement result of Alice instantaneously affects
the state of the Bob’s qubit regardless of the distance
between them as the pairs are entangled.

• Bob can recover the original state of qubit |ΦD 〉 after
manipulating the classical bits, received through classical
link, having the information of Alice’s measurement.

• If the result of Alice’s measurement is |00〉, then the state
of Bob’s qubit is α|0〉+β|1〉 as depicted from (19). Thus,
Bob’s qubit follows the original quantum state |ΦD 〉 and
there is no need for any further operation. If Alice’s joint
measurement is |01〉, the measurement result of Bob is
α|1〉+β|0〉. So, Bob recovers the original quantum state
|ΦD 〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉 by applying Pauli-X gate operation.
Similarly, for Alice’s measurement of |10〉 and |11〉, Bob
again recovers the original state by applying certain gate
operations, which successfully completes the process of
teleportation of qubits between Alice and Bob.

• After all this, it can be concluded that teleportation pro-
cess obeys the speed of light, thus preserving the theory
of relativity.

2) Teleportation Using Quantum Switch: Quantum telepor-
tation, as discussed earlier, is the core functionality of QI
that exploits the unmatched property of quantum mechan-
ics, i.e., quantum entanglement. Entanglement generation and
distribution is accomplished between Alice and Bob through
quantum and classical channels. Since entanglement distribu-
tion is limited by noise and decoherence, it further degrades
the efficiency of teleported information. Hence, there is a
need to efficiently use the resources that are available by
exploiting the laws of quantum mechanics and distribute the
entangled information through noisy channels with the help
of superposition of causal orders of available channels [139].
This is achieved through quantum switch [140], which uses
superposition principle and permits quantum particles to
propagate concurrently among more than one space-time
trajectories [141], [142]. The usual assumption is that quan-
tum information, which is stored in quantum particles is sent
through well defined orders of channels as described by the

Fig. 10. Entanglement Distribution using quantum switch: Alice holds
|Φ+〉A and Bob holds |Φ+〉B state of an EPR pair. A control qubit |φc〉
is also there at Bob which decides the order of channel to be traversed. This
operation is performed by U gate, that directs qubit |Φ+〉B at Bob through
upper or lower line on the basis of the state of control qubit |φc〉. SWAP
gate enables the entanglement-carrier |Φ+〉B through it to the other side of
the switch, distributing entanglement between Alice and Bob.

classical theory of Shannon in [143]. But, the particles can tra-
verse through superposition of multiple channels at the same
time, which means that the relative order is indefinite [144].
The quantum switch is a novel device that controls the order
in which channels are traversed with the help of a control
qubit. This new resource can be advantageous for problems
faced in fields of quantum computation [145], QIP [140], non-
local games [146], and communication complexity [147]. Let
us assume that we have two channels in the entanglement
distribution process, i.e., C1 and C2. If a message “M” trav-
els from Alice to Bob through these channels, it can traverse
either C1 followed by C2, or C2 followed by C1. But, know-
ing the property of quantum superposition of channels, it is
not possible to determine the order in which the channel is
traversed, which means that superposition of both the chan-
nels exist, i.e., message “M” traverses the channel C1 and
C2 in superposition of orders C1→C2 and C2→C1. For this
task, a control bit |φc〉 is assigned, as shown in Fig. 10. If
|φc〉 is initialized to |φc〉 = |0〉, the quantum switch enables
message “M” to traverse path C1→C2 and if |φc〉 is initial-
ized to |φc〉 = |1〉, the quantum switch enables message “M”
to traverse path C2→C1. Interestingly, if control bit is ini-
tialized with superposition of basis states |0〉 and |1〉 in state
|Φ+〉 = 1√

2
|00〉 + 1√

2
|11〉, then quantum switch enables the

message “M” to traverse the superposition of orders C1→C2

and C2→C1. This operation of traversing the particular order
of channel is performed by a U gate as seen in Fig. 10, direct-
ing qubit |Φ+〉B at Bob on the basis of state of control qubit
|φc〉 as mentioned earlier. The SWAP gate is implemented
with Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) and Half-Wave Plates
(HWPs), which helps to switch between the polarization states
of |φc〉, i.e., horizontal and vertical polarization. The theoreti-
cal analysis of employing a quantum switch and advantages it
offers, is discussed in [139], [142], [148], [149], and experi-
mentally detailed in [150], [151]. Therefore, a quantum switch
is the core functionality of the quantum Web and is a key fixing
in the quantum teleportation process.

B. Quantum Repeaters

A quantum repeater is another functionality of QI that is
employed in between the remote nodes, to transmit quantum
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Fig. 11. Repeater Stations: These stations are employed at short distances
so that entanglement can be established between intermediary nodes and ulti-
mately between end nodes which are long distance apart. Here, quantum
switch is also employed to transmit information between end nodes, traversing
channels in superposition of different orders.

information to long distance as shown in Fig. 11. They gen-
erate maximally entangled pairs between two far away end
nodes by bifurcating the network into segments, establish-
ing the long distance entanglement between end points. In
long distance communication, most of the information carrying
photons gets lost because of channel attenuation or other envi-
ronmental factors. This exponential problem of photon loss
was addressed by Jurgen Briegel in 1998 by introducing the
model of a quantum repeater [152]. In the classical domain, the
issue is resolved by employing classical repeaters that copy the
information after regular intervals for amplification. However,
in the case of quantum communication, due to the no-cloning
theorem [153], information carried in qubits cannot be copied
or amplified since classical repeaters are not suitable for this
communication. Hence, the quantum repeater model proposed
by Briegel is employed to transmit qubits from Alice to Bob
without any loss of information [152].

The evolution of quantum repeaters is classified into three
distinct generations [154]. In the first generation of quantum
repeaters, intermediate stations are placed as shown in Fig. 11,
in such a way that links are short distance apart and probability
for establishing entanglement among repeater stations is high.
Due to a the feature of entanglement swapping [154], dis-
cussed in Section IV-B2, all these stations are interconnected
in terms of entanglement from Alice to Bob [69], [89], thus
entangling the far away end nodes.

Each repeater station must be capable of receiving, process-
ing, and transmitting classical and quantum information. For
this, some specific protocols are employed, considering the
following points.

• Firstly, entanglement must be established between adja-
cent nodes.

• Next, entanglement swapping must take place at the
repeater stations such that qubits at the end nodes are
instantaneously entangled.

• After that, error correction takes place, where few
strongly entangled states are generated from weakly
entangled states by a process known as entanglement dis-
tillation or purification [155]. Multiple copies of weekly

entangled states are used by Alice and Bob for distilla-
tion. By combining all these states, and applying local
operation using quantum gates, pure Bell pairs can be
generated [156]. So, a two-way classical communication
is required to acknowledge both nodes about successful
purification.

One limitation of first generation quantum repeaters is that
they require two-way classical communication for entangle-
ment purification step, which creates a performance bottleneck
as the distance of communication is increased. Thus, there
is a need to move towards schemes that require only one-
way communication and no classical signals are required
for acknowledgement of success rate. Therefore, the sec-
ond generation of quantum repeaters employ QEC (one-way
classical communication) for the purpose of entanglement
purification [18], [157], [158]. With this scheme, the waiting
time for receiving the acknowledgement of purification is not
needed, thus qubits can be used for entangling the link again
without waiting [154]. In [157], researchers used Calderbank-
Steane-Shor (CSS) encoding for significant improvements in
speed of entanglement generation between nodes. The second
generation quantum repeaters using heralded entanglement
generation still needs two-way signalling to reduce loss errors.
Therefore, in the third generation of quantum repeaters, this
two-way signalling is replaced by one-way signalling using
certain loss-tolerant codes [18], [19], [20], [159]. In [18],
quantum information is encoded in matter qubits that are trans-
ferred to photons and are sent through the channel from the
transmitter to the receiver [19]. At the receiver, these quantum
states are transferred to matter qubits before carrying out the
error correction. The matter qubits are not required to serve as
quantum memories as in first and second generations. In 2014,
this scheme was termed as fully fault-tolerant [20]. Matter
qubits may be too demanding for use in quantum repeaters,
and thus, all optical quantum repeaters were developed by tak-
ing a time reversal of the DLCZ-like (discussed later in this
section) quantum repeater protocol [159].

A lot of research is going on in this field with single
quantum systems [160], [161], [162]. Significant theoreti-
cal as well as experimental progress on repeater protocols
with repeater elements has taken place [154], [163], [164].
The majority of implementations follows encoding, where
information is encoded in discrete variables and protocols
based on this have been existed and been improved upon
since two decades [154], [163]. But, repeaters with contin-
uous variable (Section VII-D) protocols has been a state of
subject recently and the first protocol was published in 2017,
2018 [165], [166].

There are certain conditions that are required for the design
of quantum repeaters, although the losses surge exponentially
with the distance of communication. Supposing, the distance
of communication between Alice and Bob is D. The idea is
to create an entanglement between two pairs, each covering
the distance of D/2. Entanglement between these two pairs is
created by entanglement swapping between another two pairs
covering the distance D/4 and so on. This process is repeated
unless entanglement is created between all the intermediary
nodes, ultimately entangling the qubits at the far away end
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Fig. 12. Quantum Repeaters: Entanglement is generated between distant
nodes by employing intermediary repeater stations which have qubits that
are mutually entangled to each other. Thus, after performing Entanglement
swapping operation , Alice and Bob qubits are entangled. In this way, long
distance communication would be possible which is the main requirement
of QI.

nodes, as shown in Fig. 12. The quantum repeater stations
improve the photonic qubit transfer rate [154]. End nodes
can also be used as quantum repeaters, thus posing similar
requirements on protocols for its realization. The construction
of maximally entangled states over long distances is achieved
according to special protocols as described in [84], [152]. The
most famous protocol is DLCZ protocol named after authors
Duan et al. [167]. Particularly, adopting atomic ensembles as
quantum memories and linear optical techniques, as compared
to single atoms, makes it easier to maintain strong coupling
between the photons and memories that prove advantageous in
long-distance communication of quantum information [168].
The idea behind the functionality of the DLCZ protocol is
a photon having spontaneous Raman emission, generating
a simultaneous joint spin excitation in the atomic ensem-
ble. The connection between the atomic excitation in each
ensemble and emitted photons forms the foundation for the
generation of entanglement for each intermediary link, done
via a single-photon detection [169]. The spin excitations can
be effectively reconverted into photons through associative
interference effect. This correlation between emitted photons
and atomic excitations in each ensemble, forms the crux of
the entanglement swapping operation. Due to these advantages
offered by atomic ensembles, DLCZ protocol is experimented
successfully in [169], [170], [171], [172], [173], [174]. Many
researchers motivated by the features of atomic ensembles
and the experimental results, started improvising DLCZ pro-
tocol and came out with exciting results. Thus, knowing the
basics of DLCZ protocol gives insights about how this pro-
tocol can be improved further for quantum repeater purposes.
The physics behind this protocol and the entanglement cre-
ation between long distant ensembles is thoroughly discussed
in [164]. In an ensemble of three-level systems with two
ground states g1 and g2 and excited state e, the transition of
g1-e is first incidented with an off-resonant laser pulse result-
ing in the spontaneous emission of a Raman photon on the
e-g2 transition. This photon which is generated on a condi-
tion that energy of g2 is higher than that of g1, is termed

as Stokes photon. These photons, transmitted through optical
fibers, are responsible for entanglement creation between two
remote ensemble locations using DLCZ protocol.

States having minimum entanglement are termed as noisy,
so after entanglement distillation, they are turned to puri-
fied states having maximum entanglement. Realizing QI with
QKD and trusted repeater networks, requires the use of quan-
tum satellites such as Micius [43], which bolster free-space
quantum channels covering longer distances. The vacuum in
outer space provides noiseless communication thus improving
fidelity for such quantum-satellites based quantum systems.
The misfortunes over longer distances, including those brought
about by climatic diffraction, are significantly less. All things
considered, the advancement of quantum repeaters for a
quantum Web requires complex quantum innovation.

1) Workflow: The working principle of the first generation
of quantum repeaters can be best understood with the help of a
simplified example where the sender Alice and the destination
Bob perform quantum cryptography with received entangled
photons. As of now, these two end nodes are distant apart
and photon losses occurring in channels deteriorated the pho-
ton rate. So, they have to keep the noise as minimised, in
the channel, as possible. To achieve that, they use quantum
repeater that can be expressed mathematically as

S1 ⇐⇒ S2
〈

bm
〉

S3 ⇐⇒ S4, (20)

where “⇐⇒” corresponds to entanglement and “〈bm 〉” corre-
sponds to joint BSM for performing entanglement swapping
discussed in what follows.

2) Entanglement Swapping: In this process, the projection
of the state of two particles is made onto an entangled state,
for obtaining an overall entanglement. It is done by performing
special BSM, which does not essentially require an immedi-
ate cooperation between the two particles, such a measurement
will automatically collapse the state of the remaining two parti-
cles into an entangled state. Entanglement swapping is nothing
but the quantum teleportation of entanglement of quantum
states. Multiple teleportation procedures are performed by
multiple repeater stations, thus forming a quantum channel for
transmission of quantum information between end nodes, that
are thousands of kilometers apart physically [69], [89], [175].

C. Quantum Channels

The QI is an inherently secure network that will be imple-
mented along with classical Internet, where end nodes will be
connected via classical and quantum channels. A continuous
quantum channel is created until all the end nodes are con-
nected as shown in Fig. 2. The classical information as well
as quantum information can be sent through quantum chan-
nels. As seen in teleportation of data qubit |φD 〉, EPR pairs
that are generated, are distributed to Alice and Bob through
a quantum channel. Now, this channel can be a free space
channel for sending quantum information to long distances or
can be fiber based channels, which can be used to send quan-
tum information to relatively shorter distances. How efficiently
an entanglement can be distributed depends upon the capac-
ity of a channel and entanglement distribution process, which
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is mainly limited by the photon loss in channel that scales
exponentially in a usual scenario. The communication chan-
nel capacity defines the ability of the channel to deliver the
information from Alice to Bob in a faithful and recoverable
way.

The steps of quantum communication through quantum
channels differ from the communication through classical
channels in many ways. In quantum channel, communication
of quantum information takes place in three different phases.

• Channel encoding phase, where sender Alice encodes
or prepares the quantum state to be sent to the destination
Bob, so that the information encoded compensates for the
noise in channel [176], [177].

• Next Phase is quantum evolution phase, where quantum
information is put on the quantum channel, which maps
the information to the receiver Bob.

• Final phase is decoding phase, which includes quan-
tum information to be decoded by destination Bob. Here
received quantum state, containing the exact information,
can be a superposed state or a state possessing some
noise. This state is then measured by Bob taking into
account the error correcting procedures.

1) Free Space Channels: The free-space optical chan-
nel was first utilized for QKD in [178], [179] by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Some QKD experi-
ments were demonstrated that were capable to operate in
daylight conditions [180], [181]. Another project sponsored
by U.S. government has reportedly performed a QKD exper-
iment with an aircraft flying at 10,000 feet to ground station
using free-space channel [182]. The Free space channel link
has been demonstrated in various experiments [48], [182].
DARPA sponsored QKD network using free space link has
been demonstrated in [183]. Quantum communication has
been demonstrated by the Zeilinger group between two peaks
in the Canary Islands, separated by 144 km [132], [184]. The
free-space optical quantum channel has all the earmarks of
being very promising for long-distance quantum communica-
tion [185]. The information-carrying photons are quick and
vigorous, and are prone to environmental loss. The advantage
of using free space channel is that, most of the photon loss
mechanism occurs lower than 10-30 km of atmosphere, leav-
ing behind most of path as vacuum with negligible loss of
photons and decoherence. Only dispersion effect is present
once light leaves the atmosphere [186]. Thus, free-space
optical channel keeps the quantum information in photons
intact and increases the system fidelity and channel capacity.
Therefore, high information capacity photons are required for
this purpose, i.e., orbital angular momentum (OAM) modal
basis of photons [187]. QKD protocols encoding by OAM
modes were verified experimentally in the laboratory condi-
tions [188], [189]. The effect of atmospheric turbulence on
OAM modes are discussed in [190]. Some research groups
have developed the ways to mitigate atmospheric turbulence
in free space with certain techniques such as, using adaptive
optics post-processing [191], [192], robust states [193], and
optimal encoding scheme [194].

Until the launch of Micius satellite by China [43], entangle-
ment distribution was only possible with distances not more

TABLE IV
FEATURES OF FREE-SPACE AND FIBER-BASED CHANNELS FOR

QUANTUM COMMUNICATION

than 100 km [131]. But with this launch, it became possible
to achieve entanglement distribution between two far away
ground stations located on earth with distances greater than
1000 km through terrestrial free space channels [195]. Much
of the system fidelity depends on the quantum channel loss,
which comprises of beam diffraction, pointing error, atmo-
spheric turbulence, absorption, beam divergence [196]. Thus,
satellite based entanglement distribution puts more stringent
requirements for link efficiencies than any classical satellite to
ground communications. Taking into account all these losses,
the attenuation of the link should not be greater than 60 dB
for ground-to-satellite quantum communication to be success-
ful [197]. These losses leads to beam broadening which results
in loss of photons limiting the photons received by receiver
end. Typically losses are in the order of 30-40 dB [196].
So, various techniques are heralded to achieve efficient long
distance communications [192], [193], [194].

2) Fiber Based Channels: Besides free space links, which
play a vital role in long-haul quantum communication, optical
fiber links are more attractive because of their technological
maturity owing to traditional Internet technology. The qualita-
tive features of both these channels are mentioned in Table IV.
Here qubits carrying information are transmitted from Alice to
Bob through optical modes in fibers. A standard single-mode
fiber (SMF) consists of a core and a cladding that carries the
light. Total internal reflection guides the light along the core
of the fiber because of the difference in index of refraction.
These waveguides are fabricated directly in silicon [198] or
in conductors such as aluminum [199]. There are different
types of fibers available for propagation of quantum states;
SMFs, multi-mode fibers (MMFs), few-mode fibers, multi-
core fibers (MCFs) etc. Among all, SMFs have a smaller core
that keeps the light more tightly, therefore better suited for
high-precision environments of quantum experiments [200].
In one such experiment, entanglement is created at a distance
of 300 km through optical fiber channel [25].

Fiber-based channels have an advantage that environmen-
tal factors are not significant inside fiber channels, thus
preserving the coherence of photons. Instead, it suffers from
polarization-preservation and optical attenuation problems that
limits the distance of communication to a few hundreds of
kilometres [201], [202], [203].
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D. Quantum Memories

Quantum memories are an integral part of quantum com-
munication system, which is required by intermediary devices
to store and process the qubits for sending and receiving pho-
tons with high fidelity [204]. Quantum computing includes
a tool for the synchronization of the processes within a
quantum computer [205]. In addition, quantum memories are
employed with quantum repeaters for extending the range of
quantum communication [152]. Quantum memories were also
studied in the strategic report on quantum information pro-
cessing and communication, which proved to be helpful in
European integrated project Qubit Applications (QAP). This
had a sub-project involving seven research groups devoted to
the development of quantum memories [206]. For achieving
the scalability required for large-scale long-distance quantum
communication, quantum memories are employed for convert-
ing qubits between light and matter. They also control the
storage of qubits and retrieve them with stationary matter
systems [167], [206]. Quantum memories are also required
for timely operations for perfect timing and synchroniza-
tion [70], [164], [206], [207]. As discussed earlier, commu-
nication between distant nodes storing matter qubits, engages
quantum memories for the transfer of quantum information
between these nodes with entanglement distribution [173], in
free space or fiber based channels [82]. For this, atomic ensem-
bles were proved to be best contender for quantum memory,
with good amount of experimental progress [172], [208].
Quantum memories having cold neutral atoms are discussed
in [209], [210], having doped crystals in [211], enabling the
storage and retrieval functionality of single-photon entangle-
ment extending to high-dimensional entanglement [212] and
continuous-variable entanglement [213]. As a result, transfer
efficiency of all these implementations lies between 15% and
25% [214]. High fidelity entanglement transfer is a major
challenge for network scalability inspite of various imple-
mentations of efficient quantum memories for polarization
qubits [215], [216].

E. Quantum Key Distribution

Every field in today’s modern era, whether it is military
applications, financial institutions, private multinational com-
panies or government agencies etc, rely upon a full-fledged
Internet to accomplish the day to day tasks and share giga-
bytes of data over the Internet. The security of this data is
fundamental, as any eavesdropping attack on private/public
channels, will be a serious attack on the privacy as shown
in Fig. 1. The security of systems using traditional crypto-
graphic protocols is based upon the complexity in solving
mathematical problems such as factorization of large integers
or discrete logarithmic problem, and believing that the hackers
computing performance is inadequate. Cryptography is clas-
sified into symmetric, asymmetric and hybrid cryptography
where some type of keys are used for encryption and decryp-
tion of messages. If the same key is used for encryption and
decryption of messages, such systems are known as private
key cryptosystems [217]. On the other hand, public key cryp-
tosystems use public key for encryption and private/secret key

for decryption [218]. The idea of public key cryptosystem was
put forth by Diffie and Hellman in 1976 [219]. The first imple-
mentation was done by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) in
1978 [220]. Since public key cryptosystems are slow, hybrid
schemes are employed that combine private key and public
key methods offering considerable speed advantages [221]. In
public key cryptosystems, without the knowledge of the secret
key a message cannot be decoded, thus enhancing the security
of the systems. Unfortunately, private key cryptosystems suf-
fers from key distribution problem, i.e., distributing the keys
in a secure manner. QKD provides excellent privacy against
hacks, and provides solution to key distribution problems using
quantum cryptography [65] with the following objectives.

• First, sender Alice and Bob shares a secret/private key
with each other, without Eve having no knowledge of it.

• Next, this key is distributed from Alice to Bob through an
inherently secure quantum channel. The security of this
key depends upon the fact that any attempt of hacking
or spying by Eve will disturb the state of the key qubits,
thus exposing his/her attempt. Hence, it is impossible for
Eve to copy the information without being detected.

• Alice and Bob must be capable of authenticating the
message, in order to prevent it from Eve taking the
position of either Alice or Bob. This task can be
accomplished by quantum authentication protocols such
as [222], [223], [224]. If such level of authentication can
be achieved, QKD can provide provable security against
unlimited attacks, that is nearly impossible with classical
key exchange cryptographic protocols.

The first experiment to demonstrate QKD was performed
in 1989, covering distance of 32 cm [225]. This distance had
to be increased practically for achieving QKD over long dis-
tance using optical fiber channels or free space channels. But,
with increased distance, fiber and atmospheric losses increases,
resulting in decrease of photon count and key rate significantly
due to decoherence effect [226], [227]. No-cloning theorem [5]
also restricts sending several copies of information, thus limit-
ing the practically achieved distance of QKD to few hundreds
of km [203]. Therefore, researchers are focused on explor-
ing satellite to ground QKD so that two remote nodes or
network of nodes achieves QKD for long distance without
significant absorption and turbulence [228]. Following this, in
2004, an experiment was conducted in free space that reported
a successful survival of entanglement of photons with noisy
atmosphere of 13 km from ground [229]. This distance was
further improved from 100 km to upto 500 km with vari-
ous satellite based successful QKD experiments [131], [132],
[230], [231]. With the launch of Micius satellite, breakthrough
has been achieved with QKD covering much greater dis-
tance of 1200 km [43]. Using same satellites, a secure key
has been generated between two ground stations located in
China and Europe that are 7600 km apart [232]. In addi-
tion, already existing fiber links of 2000 km, i.e., that between
Beijing to Shanghai, are integrated with free space QKD links
using Micius. A quantum communication distance of 4600
km was reported between ground stations [233]. These exper-
iments provide significant breakthrough in realizing global
space-based QI.
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1) Key Protocols: For providing security and integrity of
data, QKD systems operate in two stages. In the first stage, a
random bit sequence, known as “key,” is generated, which can
be a result of certain binary operation performed on the data
to be transmitted. In the second stage, the generated quantum
“key” is sent to destination in a secure manner over classical
channel where it can be decoded using the same private “key”.
A cryptographic protocol used in classical systems is OTP,
which is provably secure in quantum technology [234]. No
algorithm will be able to acquire the knowledge of the “key”,
as it is generated quantum randomly. Some of these protocols
are discussed below.

• OTP: OTP is one of the oldest classical cryptographic
techniques that dates back to 1882, it was invented by
Frank Miller [235]. It is a simple and highly effective
private key cryptosystem. Security of the OTP cannot
be compromised without the knowledge of a pre-shared
key, which is known only to Alice and Bob (private
key). If the information is intercepted by Eve, then Alice
and Bob will get to know about the spying, as a result
the information will be declared invalid. The data is
encrypted by a binary operation on data and key bits.
The result of this operation is sent to Bob, who then
decodes the information using the same binary opera-
tion on the received data bits, thus retrieving the original
information with the help of a pre-shared private key
having the following features.

1) The key generated must be used only once. It cannot
be reused and should be in its original form. Not
even one part of this key must be reused as it will
compromise the security of the system.

2) The length of the key must be at least as long as
the data to be sent, so that even if Eve attacks the
channel she does not succeed.

3) The key must be shared to Alice and Bob in a secret
manner, so that only Alice and Bob must be in a
possession of this key.

Since the OTP requires the length of the key to be at
least as long as the amount of data to be transmitted, it
becomes impractical to be used in several cases. Hence,
there is a need to explore and exploit the property of
entanglement, to generate a quantum vernam cipher [236]
and other protocols for enhancing the security [237].

• BB84 Protocol: This protocol is one of the popular
methods used for quantum cryptography. It was formu-
lated by two physicists, Charles H. Bennett and Gilles
Brassard, at IBM in 1984 [65]. Though original idea
was proposed by Wiesner in 1970’s, but the research
could not be published in the same year as it was pub-
lished a decade later in 1983 [238]. In this protocol,
back to back photons carrying qubits are sent to Bob,
who tries to perform a measurement on the arrived pho-
tons carrying qubits. Some of the photons are lost due
to decoherence and never arrive while some of those are
not detected. Out of all the detected photons, some of
the bits are utilized to form the key, the rest are utilized
to expose the Eve and gather information about spying.
Alice encodes the information with her own basis, about

Fig. 13. BB84 protocol.

which only Bob is familiar with. If this information is
decoded using a different basis, other than the Alice’s
one, then the measurement will disturb the state of the
photons carrying the qubits. In this context, Eve measur-
ing the information with different basis alters the state
of qubits, thus revealing its presence, resulting in Bob to
discard those bits. BB84 protocol is based on the com-
munication of a series of single qubits sent from Alice
to Bob, that are stored in photons represented by their
polarization states. Usually, the transmission between
Alice and Bob takes place through quantum channels but
fiber-optic channels can also be used. Alice can use the
vertical/horizontal or diagonal basis of polarization for
encoding the information, i.e., | ↑〉 for vertical basis, | →〉
for horizontal basis, | ↗〉 and | ↘〉 for diagonal basis.
Let the states | ↑〉 = |0〉 and | →〉 = |1〉 be represented by
⊕. The states | ↗〉 = |0〉 and | ↘〉 = |1〉 are represented
by ⊗. The protocol runs as follows.

1) The quantum states are encoded using the data bits
of Alice with the assigned basis (e.g., ⊕ and ⊗)
and random classical bits (0 or 1). Alice sends the
encoded quantum states to Bob through any chan-
nel that is usually vulnerable to attack by Eve for
spying. The data encoded is in the form | ↑〉, | →〉,
| ↗〉, | ↘〉.

2) Bob then uses a random basis for measurement of
qubits received with basis ⊕ and ⊗ as shown in
Fig. 13. This is the last quantum operation carried
out in this protocol.

3) Bob then acknowledges to Alice for the qubits that
he has received via a public channel.

4) Alice and Bob discloses the basis used to encode the
data qubits via a public channel. When both choose
the same basis, the corresponding measured bits are
kept and this data will form the key. If they choose
a different basis then the bits will be rejected and
this process is well known as sifting.

5) Next, the presence of Eve is checked by revealing
a random number of bits encoded by Alice. If the
detected bits by Bob are the same, then there is no
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Fig. 14. An example of Ekert protocol: This entanglement-based QKD
protocol runs in 6 steps.

interference by Eve and the remaining error free bits
are termed as encryption keys.

In 2007, results from polling stations in Swiss parliamen-
tary elections, in the canton of Geneva were transferred,
using this protocol, to Bern over hundreds of kilometres
and nobody could hack the system till date. In this way,
a secure communication is possible in any distributed
network exploiting the realms of quantum mechanics. It is
used in satellite based communications theoretically and
experimentally as shown in [184], [186], [195] and [230].
This reach can possibly be extended using relays, that
may or may not be trusted [239]. In future QI, QKD will
play a very important role in making the Internet hack-
proof as it is the main requirement in today’s digital era.
But every solution comes with some shortcomings and
BB84 protocol is no different. The biggest disadvantage
is its limited distance upto which it can work efficiently. It
can cover only up to hundreds of km through fiber-based
or free space atmospheric channels.

• Ekert Protocol: This protocol which takes into consid-
eration the entanglement of photons carrying qubits, was
proposed in 1991 by Artur Ekert [9]. The first implemen-
tation of this protocol was achieved by Anton Zeilinger
and his group in 1999 over a short distance of 360
m [240]. By the same team, the first money transfer via
quantum cryptography was demonstrated in 2004 [241].
This protocol runs in 6 steps as shown in Fig. 14.

1) First, an authenticated channel must be set up,
which can be classical or quantum in nature,
between Alice and Bob and they have to make sure
there is no chance for Eve to take position of any
one of them. This channel is open to interceptions.

2) Next, an EPR pair of entangled photons is sent to
Alice and Bob, whose measurement results in val-
ues of 0 or 1. Alice and Bob filter those bits that
shows clear correlations (important bits) from those

without clear correlations (unessential bits). For this,
need of classical channel is a necessity.

3) Then, privacy amplification procedure [242] is
employed for correcting the measurement errors.

4) The network security depends upon whether the
states are maximally entangled or not, otherwise
decoherence becomes an obstacle in the communi-
cation. Eve’s hacking attempt can be detected with
Bell’s inequality [243]. If this inequality is not vio-
lated, then it can be believed that there is an eaves-
dropping attack, or the information communicated
has some technical issues. As a result, any success-
ful attack by Eve can be detected immediately and
the system functionality is checked.

5) The quantum key, taking into consideration the rel-
evant bits, is used for a symmetrical procedure such
as OTP and sent over the regular Internet.

6) After that, Bob receives the data that are encrypted
in a ciphertext and deciphers it with the self gener-
ated private key. This completes the Ekert protocol
resulting in the generation of a secure key.

2) Security of QKD: Quantum key distribution relies upon
protocols and the specified steps of operations to be performed
between Alice and Bob. It is generally a two-step process. In
the first step, Alice and Bob takes some correlated data, e.g.,
X or Y, that can be quantum or classical in nature. Then, in the
next step, Alice and Bob exchange some information through
classical or quantum channel, resulting in an output X’ and
Y’. This output is generally a pair of secret keys that are only
shared between Alice and Bob. If uncorrelated data inputs
are used, then a protocol might not be able to produce the
desired output, i.e., secret keys. For any protocol to be secure,
depending on its input, it should be able to judge the situation
and abort the generation of keys in case of tampered inputs.
This explains that a QKD protocol must be robust enough so
that it does not compromise the security of the system.

The protocols discussed in Section IV-E1 are prov-
ably secure. The proof remains in the observation that
after information reconciliation [244] and privacy amplifica-
tion [245] are performed, the key rates obtained turn out to
be coinciding with the achievable qubit transmission rate over
noisy communication channels [246]. So, it can be concluded
that the OTP, BB84, Ekert protocol, and EPR protocols [245]
are secure as long as Eve attacks on the transmission of one
qubit at a time. If Eve performs simultaneous attacks where she
obstructs and stores large blocks of the qubits to be communi-
cated, then it will compromise the security of the system. But
then again, QEC codes plays an important role in maintaining
the security of these systems [17].

There can be a case when Alice and Bob share imperfect
keys and they both have upper bound on Eve. Therefore, keys
cannot be correlated, thereby compromising the security which
results in Eve intercepting the channel and gaining access to
private data. To enhance the security, information reconcil-
iation followed by privacy amplification [247], [248] steps
increases the correlation of the private keys and minimizes the
Eve’s chances of accessing the information, achieving desired
level of security.
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The quantum realm inherits the features of secure commu-
nication such as no-cloning theorem. Hence, QKD protocols
governed by the laws of quantum mechanics while sharing the
keys between Alice and Bob on private or public channel, are
inherently hack-proof. An eavesdropper can attack any com-
munication between Alice and Bob in different manner. She
can attack either quantum or classical channel and compro-
mise the security. Another case can be taken where Eve likely
to gain the information, tries to measure the intercepted pho-
tons before sending the photons Bob. Eve is still unaware of
the basis measure each bit of photons with wrong basis having
50% probability. Hence, this wrong measurement changes the
state of the information carrying photons, before Bob receives
it. This measurement will affect the ability of Bob to measure
the bits correctly because the state of the photons has already
been changed by Eve. Even if Bob uses the basis shared by
Alice to measure the photons, he will still measure the photons
correctly with 50% probability. Therefore, every time a photon
qubit is measured by Eve before sending it to Bob, Bob will
be left with 75% probability that he will measure the bits cor-
rectly and 25% chances that he will measure the bits wrongly.
Therefore, it can be seen that a considerable amount of error is
introduced by Eve by attacking the quantum channel. Hence,
there is 25% probability that Eve’s extracted key is incorrect,
and eavesdropping can also be exposed by Alice and Bob.
Therefore, a private key will be generated or an eavesdrop-
ping will be detected. So, to overcome this obstruction, Eve
has the option of copying the qubit, and sending the original
bit to Bob while keeping the copy to herself.

The qubit which is kept by Eve can be measured later on
when Alice and Bob discloses their basis of measurements.
But this idea is not practical in quantum realms because of
the property of no-cloning. Hence, any attempt to copy the
qubit will be detected keeping the security of QKD protocols
intact [249]. But in such protocols, it is possible that Eve pre-
tends to be, Bob to Alice, and pretends to be, Alice to Bob.
Therefore, proper authentication protocols are required such
as [222], [223], [224], [250], [251], [252] to guard against
such an attack. Also, QEC codes [17] are there to mitigate
various types of attacks by Eve, making the communication
system secure and sound. The amount of information Eve can
gain is reduced significantly using these codes and also noise
is compensated in channels.

F. End Nodes

End nodes are the most basic and the most important
requirement of quantum networks. All the components of prac-
tical QI need end nodes for long-haul communication to take
place. These nodes can be future quantum computers, quan-
tum memories, quantum repeaters, and classical computers
working in synergy with future quantum computers. Fidelity
can be improved with the help of multiple qubits employed
at the end nodes making it a small scale quantum computer
for communication purposes. These nodes have different set
of functionalities ranging from QKD to distributed quantum
computing. An end node type and its corresponding func-
tionality is presented in Table V. Quantum computers were

TABLE V
END NODE COMPLEXITY PERSPECTIVES

first introduced way back in 1980’s by Feynman in [253],
there it was proposed that it is possible for one quantum
device to work in synergy with other quantum devices that
are more efficient than any classical computer. A quantum
Turing machine was suggested by Benioff back in 1982 [254].
Deutsch formulated the first quantum algorithm based on
quantum Turing machines in [255], [256]. With all these
advancements, the first implementation of real quantum com-
puter was done in 1993 [257]. Also in 1994, Shor in his
pioneer research developed a prime factorization algorithm
that can factor composite numbers or take discrete logarithms
in time polynomial [258]. Therefore, with such a huge com-
putation power, various encryption and security protocols such
as RSA [220] and Diffie-Hellman key exchange [259] are at
risk. This sets stringent requirements of ultra secure Internet
technology.

For the realization of QI to become a reality, the end nodes
must have a robust storage of quantum states, until the maximal
entanglement is established between the end nodes [2]. For this,
entanglement generators must be employed in physical layer
of QI functionalities [47]. Quantum repeater stations along
with quantum memories are also realized at the end nodes
for achieving long haul quantum communications [206]. If all
these robust end node types are intermingled efficaciously, the
peak stage of the QI may become a reality soon.

V. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

Quantum Internet is a diverse field with a possibility of
a whole bunch of applications [47]. As this technology is
still in its infancy, it is not possible to predict the exact area
of applications that it can offer. But, as this technology is
developing, many applications are already predicted and proved
with relevant literature. Some of them are discussed below like
secure communication, blind computing, clock synchronization,
longer baseline of telescopes, and Internet of things.

A. Secure Communication

Secure communication is the first and foremost requirement
in modern everyday life [260]. There are numerous applica-
tions which depends on transfer of data from one node to
another using Internet like online banking, stock exchange
trading, online shopping, military applications, national secu-
rity, IoT, etc. QI with various QKD protocols will maintain
the security and privacy of the information exchanged over
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the Internet [261]. Traditional classical communication in
today’s world uses various encryption protocols, such as
Diffie-Hellman key exchange [259] and RSA protocols [262],
in e-commerce websites. These protocols can be cracked with
future full-scale quantum computers, putting all the security
systems at a risk. But, with QI and security protocols such as,
QKD [244], Quantum Secret Sharing (QSS) [263], Quantum
Secure Direct Communication (QSDC) [264], quantum tele-
portation [69], and quantum dense coding [265], any attempt to
hack the system will be detected on-site preserving the privacy
of systems. QKD has been researched widely, and successfully
applied to a distance covering from few hundreds of kilome-
ters [266], [267], [268] to thousands of km with the launch of
Micius satellite by scientists from China [43].

QKD can be non-deterministic and deterministic. Non-
deterministic QKD can be observed in the BB84 protocol [65]
and in BBM92 protocol [23]. In case of QSDC, some secret
information is sent securely through a quantum channel directly,
without any initial generation of keys [264], [269], [270].
Other protocols based on QSDC are quantum signature [271],
quantum dialog [272], [273] and quantum direct secret
sharing [274]. The QSDC scheme is also supported by
a block transmission technique formulated in [264]. High-
dimensional entanglement based QSDC protocol is formulated
in [275], [276], [277], multipartite entanglement based pro-
tocols are discussed in [278], [279] and hyper-entanglement
based protocol is developed in [280], that explains the security
of QSDC based quantum communication systems.

As IoT plays an important role in our lives due to wide
area of applications [281], [282], [283], thus protecting data
involved in wide IoT applications is most important aspect
which can be possible with inherently secure QI. The secu-
rity that relies on the actual encryption primitives is at risk
of being compromised by the upcoming quantum computers
that are already in development. Quantum attacks [284] that
includes individual, collective or general attacks using future
quantum computation capabilities [49], affect public-key cryp-
tosystems [285]. All these cryptosystems based upon the prime
factorization of integers, the elliptic-curve problem of dis-
crete logarithm or the problem of discrete logarithm [258],
are vulnerable to quantum attacks by sufficiently powerful
quantum computers. Also, Grover’s algorithm [286] can be
used for attacks on symmetric ciphers by roughly a quadratic
factor [287]. Security of IoT will benefit from quantum cryp-
tography as it works on the principles of quantum theorems.
It can be applied both in wireless and optical communica-
tion, both of which are requirements in security and integrity
of IoT systems. Post-quantum IoT cryptosystems has been
surveyed in [288] and it can improve the safety of many
related fields, that rely heavily on resource-constrained and
battery-dependent IoT devices. Post-quantum cryptography
refers to cryptographic protocols that are resistant to quan-
tum attacks [284]. It can impact various applications of IoT,
that requires critical security, such as defense and public
safety [289], industrial IoT railways [290] or smart health-
care [291]. Therefore, the transition from classical primitives
to quantum primitives is essential to ensure the overall security
of data on the way.

B. Blind Computing

Blind Quantum Computation (BQC) is another application
of QI that is related to the security of a user. In this way his
privacy is not leaked to a quantum computer, which is involved
in computation [292]. The technology to build a quantum com-
puter is moving at a fast pace, but only a few centers in the
world may use it because of its superiority and cost. Just
like today’s supercomputer rental system, users may receive
limited access rights. Suppose a user, Alice, wants to have lim-
ited access to a mainframe quantum computer, and shares her
sensitive information, for computation. The result of this com-
putation is sent back to Alice through the classical channel.
In this case, if Alice want the result of computation without
revealing her sensitive information, she has to use a BQC pro-
tocol. It allows any user to interact with a mainframe quantum
computer without revealing her sensitive information to any
person (say Bob) having access to mainframe quantum com-
puter [293], [294]. Lately, e-payments, in almost every field,
has become the mainstream because of e-commerce websites.
However, their security is compromised by emergence of quan-
tum computers in market. Recently, based on BQC, e-payment
security evaluation system is employed for evaluating security
of network transactions, that guarantees security [295].

BQC was originally proposed by Chaum in 1983 [296] and
was first formulated by Childs in 2001 [297], where encryp-
tion was secured with OTP using circuit model such that server
with full-fleged quantum computer keeps the information pri-
vate and learns nothing about it. The protocol proposed by
Arrighi and Salvail in 2006 [292], requires Alice to prepare
and measure the multi-qubit entangled state. In addition, it is
sensitive to cheating, which means that, if full-fledged quan-
tum computer does not mind getting caught, he can obtain
information. In such a protocol, it was required a constant-
sized quantum computer having access to a quantum memory
for Alice [298]. A protocol using one-way model [299] was
formulated in 2009 by Broadbent et al. in [300], where Alice
only needs a classical computer and a small scale quan-
tum device that will use randomly rotated single-qubit states
for its computation. Hence, this protocol is unconditionally
secure and Alice’s input and output are kept secret. The secu-
rity of this protocol is experimentally demonstrated in an
optical system [301]. This research has inspired many other
researchers to implement more robust blind quantum compu-
tation protocols. Hence, QI in future will deploy costly and
powerful quantum computers on the cloud, majorly owned by
big tech companies. However, in addition to providing security
and privacy to the user data, BQC would also check whether
the computation is executed by a quantum processor, and is
not a fraud.

C. Clock Synchronization

An important issue in many practical applications of
modern technologies is accurate timekeeping and synchro-
nization of clocks all over the world [302]. Due to accu-
rate synchronization of clocks, all the scientific applications
dependant upon time synchronization, shows minimal errors.
These applications include quantum positioning system [303],
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synchronization of electric power generators feeding into
national power grids, synchronous data transfers and financial
transactions, long baseline of telescopes and distributed quan-
tum computation. But, these navigation systems, such as GPS,
suffers from security threat known as spoofing [304], [305].
Therefore, a scheme of distributing high precision time data
through quantum Micius satellite securely is reported in [7].
It is based on two-way QKD using free-space channel.

As high-phase coherent lasers are developing, optical
atomic clocks, operated by several atoms, have reached the
Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) with considerable stability.
SQL is set by the number of available atoms and inter-
rogation time [306], [307], [308]. Beyond SQL, significant
improvements can be achieved in clock performance by
preparing atoms in a quantum-related state [6]. For clock
synchronization, entanglement techniques are required which
connects distant quantum nodes with clocks to be connected in
a quantum network [70], [309], [310]. A distributed network
of quantum confined clocks, separated by long distances, can
be treated as a ultimate clock, where all members in different
countries can merge their resources together and coherently
achieve higher clock stability. In this way they can distribute
this international time scale to everyone in real time. The dis-
tributed architecture permits each member of the network to
profit from the stability of the local clock signal without losing
sovereignty or negotiating to security.

Quantum algorithms are required for addressing the problem
of Quantum Clock Synchronization (QCS). It is required to
minimise the difference of time, i.e., δ, between two spatially
separated clocks with least communication resources. The δ
can be calculated accurately and is dependent upon the stabil-
ity of clock frequency and the uncertainty of the delivery time
of messages sent between the two clocks separated by long
distance. Presently, protocols are being developed to measure
the δ with greater accuracies. Some protocols shows accu-
racies better than 100 ns for clocks separated by more than
8000 km [311]. With advancements in these protocols such as
Ticking Qubit Handshake (TQH), as discussed in [311], this
accuracy can be increased to 100 ps. It allows clock synchro-
nization that is not dependent upon uncertainties in delivery
time of message between the clocks.

D. Longer Baseline of Telescope

In modern world, astronomy totally depends on very
long baseline interferometry between telescope having greater
resolving power than a single telescope. Infrared and opti-
cal interferometer arrays used in today’s world [312], [313]
have photons incoming at different telescopes, that must be
substantially gathered together for measuring the interference.
Due to fluctuations in phase and photon loss in transmission,
the baseline can only be limited to a few hundreds, at most.
Sufficient sensitivity and improved resolution of telescopes
will have many impact on various scientific applications based
on space such as; measuring star distance or imaging of plan-
ets outside the solar system. Quantum communication using
quantum repeaters can reliably send quantum states of qubits
over noisy communication channels with [152], that allows

the teleportation of quantum states over long distances with
least amount of error. Using this technology, the baseline of
telescope arrays can be extended as compared to conventional
telescopes arrays. If a single pair of telescopes is used, that
has a fixed baseline, they would not reconstruct the original
distribution of source brightness effectively. Instead of this, if
an array of telescopes with different baselines is used, it will
acquire much more information than usual [314]. Thus, quan-
tum communication can be applied to extend the baseline of
telescopes to exponentially increase the amount of information
gathered using traditional schemes.

VI. OPEN PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

Here, we present the open problems and challenges that are
faced in the process of realization of the quantum networks.
We start with the problem of decoherence followed by the
effects of decoherence in quantum teleportation, entanglement,
design complexity and the issue of collapse of the quantum
states when measured.

A. Decoherence

Quantum communication takes place when wave functions
of quantum states travel from Alice to Bob through free space
or fiber based channels [315]. In physics, two waves are said
to be coherent, if they maintain fixed phase relationship to
each other or changes, according to the laws of physics, with
time. Due to environmental effects and fragility of photons
carrying the qubits, the interaction of the quantum states with
the environment causes loss of photons, and hence the phase
relationships are lost. This phenomenon of loss of quantum
information in the environment with time is known as decoher-
ence. Due to decoherence, quantum states lose their properties
and enter the world of classical physics. For preserving the
quantum state of photons carrying the information, they must
be perfectly-isolated from the environment. However, this iso-
lation is not practical and is hard to achieve considering the
current quantum technologies. Decoherence is irreversible and
it affects the whole communication process including quantum
teleportation process or entanglement generation and distribu-
tion process. Reliability of a teleportation system is measured
with quantum fidelity which is considered as the fundamen-
tal figure of merit, and larger the imperfections introduced
by decoherence, the lower is the fidelity. Thus, decoherence
degrades the fidelity of teleportation [47], and due to this phe-
nomenon, the quantum states that were pure in nature are
converted into mixed states [316].

Decoherence is quantified by decoherence times, i.e., time
for which the qubits can be entangled without any loss of
information. So, the computation must be completed before
the qubits loose information. It depends upon the technology
used for qubits. Qubits realized with superconducting circuits,
exhibits 100 micro-seconds of decoherence time [317], and a
much larger decoherence time has been reported with trapped
ions [318]. Reliability of a teleportation system is measured
with quantum fidelity which is considered as the fundamen-
tal figure of merit, and larger the imperfections introduced
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by decoherence, the lower is the fidelity. Therefore, classi-
cal or QEC techniques are extensively adopted to preserve
the quantum information against decoherence and imperfec-
tions [319]. Usually, the problem of decoherence is overcome
by entanglement distillation [167], [319], [320], which requires
an additional level of qubit processing.

B. Imperfect Quantum Teleportation

Imperfections are present in all communication modes, and
quantum communication is not an exception. These imperfec-
tions result from decoherence, as discussed in Section VI-A.
Quantum communication suffers from environmental inter-
actions and loss of photons carrying qubits. Decoherence
also affects the quantum teleportation process as well as
entanglement generation and distribution process. However,
other operations that are applied to quantum states of quan-
tum teleportation process, further introduce imperfections in
the teleported qubit [63]. These quantum imperfections are
multiplicative in nature, therefore, it can be considered that
this phenomenon is more reminiscent of the classical fading
effect, rather than the classical additive noise caused by the
Brownian motion of electrons [321].

A lot of research is going on to accurately model the
quantum-domain of imperfections, that are capable of taking
into consideration the different effects of imperfections on the
quantum teleportation process [47].

C. Entanglement of Nodes Across the Network

One of the biggest challenge for QI is generation and dis-
tribution of entanglement between different nodes across the
network. It is the central element to the quantum mechanics
and is the most interesting phenomena that has no counter-
part in classical communication [70]. An EPR pair generated
by striking laser beam to a crystal (see Section III-A), is
responsible for entanglement generation and distribution in the
quantum teleportation process which is the key functionality
of QI. The major challenge that is involved in entanglement
distribution is to extend entanglement to nodes that are at a
long distance apart as well as storing the states of qubits at the
nodes and regularly updating them using quantum codes. This
purpose is solved by employing quantum repeaters [322], but
despite of all these schemes, extensive research is required
in quantum repeaters, quantum memories, QEC codes and
entanglement purification and distillation [156], so that multi-
party entanglement is free of imperfections and decoherence.
Although the physics community has conducted in-depth
research on the long-distance entanglement distribution in the
past 20 years, and the entanglement distribution rate increases
with distance, it still poses a key problem in realization of QI.

D. Design Complexity

Unlike classical communication where data in packets is
sent along with copies of the same, just in case the data is
lost or attacked, it is impossible in quantum communication
to copy or amplify qubits because of the properties of no-
cloning theorem [47] and the postulate of measurement of
quantum state. This put some stringent design challenges, that

increases the complexity of the design of network functional-
ities in QI. If we talk about classical error-correcting codes,
they cannot be directly applied to quantum communication,
because re-transmission of qubits is not possible. Therefore,
QEC codes are required and network functionalities have to
be designed accordingly making the system complex. Such
design complexity is present in every layer of QI design start-
ing from functionality layer of error correcting to the layer
of medium access control and route discovery, to the layer-4
protocols such as TCP/IP [2], [323].

A corollary of no-cloning theorem is no-broadcasting the-
orem [47], where quantum information cannot be transmitted
to more than one recipients. Therefore, the link layer must be
thoughtfully redesigned to take care of design complexity [63].

E. Measurement of Quantum States

As discussed in Section II-A1, a qubit can be in superposi-
tion of the two basis states and measuring the quantum state
of qubit will collapse it into one of the basis states [324]. This
means that prior to measurement, what amount of information
can be stored and transmitted by a qubit is still unknown. The
problem of measurement is best illustrated by “paradox” of
Schrödinger’s cat [64]. A cat can be alive or dead both at
the same time due to superposition. Upon measurement, the
answers is always a living cat or a dead cat. How a probabilis-
tic result landed into a definite result is still a debatable issue
and lots of hidden information is there behind this paradox.

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Here, we present some future perspectives of QI technology
to make this vision a reality.

A. Evolution of Quantum Processors

Quantum computer with great computation capabilities will
be required in future QI technologies, for performing complex
computations. They can solve the problems that are prac-
tically impossible with state-of-the-art supercomputers. The
quantum network is becoming powerful and efficient because
of the increase in the number of qubits at the end nodes.
To meet these requirements, quantum processors with double-
digit qubits are evolving, that will shape the future of quantum
networking. This technological development would help boost
the economies of the world, as various cloud operators will
make fortunes, with BQC protocols maintaining user pri-
vacy. Also, quantum computers will be linked to each other
through pure entanglement, and communication will take place
using quantum teleportation. The QI might also assist quan-
tum computer networking to reach even greater performance
capacities.

B. Implementation of Trusted Repeater Network

The repeater network plays an important role in modern
networking and therefore, a lot of theoretical and practical
research have been established [152], [174], [325], [326],
even if they are still at a developing stage [327], [328].
Implementing repeater networks requires number of intermedi-
ary nodes that are entangled to each other so that entanglement
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is generated between two far away end nodes with the phenom-
ena of entanglement swapping as discussed in Section IV-B2.
Each pair of adjacent repeater nodes exchange the encrypted
keys using QKD which allows the far away end nodes to gen-
erate their own keys with a assumption that nodes should
be trusted. But, until recently in Bristol work [329], trust-
free nodes are also proved scalable in a city wide quantum
network utilizing entanglement-based QKD. Thus, trusted
nodes assumption can be avoided in three ways, firstly by use
of entanglement-based QKD [330], measurement-device inde-
pendent QKD [331], [332], [333], multi-path communication
techniques such as quantum network coding [334] and by use
of quantum repeaters [152]. But still, trusted repeater is a hot
topic of research that will be implemented along with trust-free
nodes to overcome distance limitations between QKD nodes.

C. Quantum Error Correcting Codes

The future QI technologies will require advanced QEC
codes that works on the basis of encoding qubits carry-
ing quantum information in a unique way that mitigates the
influence of noise, decoherence and other environmental fac-
tors [17]. After that, quantum information is decoded to
retrieve the original quantum state [56]. The Decoherence Free
Subspace (DFS) stores data in multiple qubits instead of stor-
ing data in a single qubit, which selects specific aspects of the
system that are less affected by one or more important environ-
mental factors [335]. In this way, DFS stores data in a subspace
of the Hilbert space related to quantum systems that are least
influenced by the interaction of its system with the surrounding
environment [336], [337]. But, identifying DFS for complex
quantum systems is extremely difficult [337], which requires
more advanced DFS techniques such as Dynamic Decoupling
(DD) [338], [339], where radio-frequency pulses are applied
as external interaction to manipulate the non-unitary compo-
nent of quantum system [339]. Nevertheless, the robust design
of the sequence provided by the DD technique suppresses the
imperfections in the experiments upto a greater extent [336].
This implies that more advanced techniques are required and
further research is needed in QEC codes.

D. Exploring Interface Between DV and CV

Discrete Variable (DV) and Continuous Variable (CV)
describes the states where quantum states can be represented
in the quantum communications [4], [340]. In DV states, data
are represented by discrete features such as the polarization of
single photons [69], which can be detected by single-photon
detectors. Also, the information is represented by finite num-
ber of basis states, such as “qubit” which is the standard
unit of DV quantum states. Alternative to this approach are
the CV quantum states that were introduced in [23], [341].
Here the information is encoded onto the optical field defined
by quadrature variables that constitutes infinite dimensional
hilbert space and is useful for quantum information carriers
such as lasers [342]. CV states can be detected by highly
efficient homodyne or heterodyne detectors having faster trans-
mission rates than single-photon detectors [343]. Therefore, an
extensive research in theoretical and experimental domains is

needed at the interface of CV and DV states, that will extract
the best features from both these technologies to exploit the
best of both.

E. Integrating Qubits With Other Technologies

Many powerful computers that are built use different syn-
ergies of systems such as bits, neurons, and qubits for
computation. Summit supercomputer that has been built by
IBM, has a peak performance of 200,000 teraflops, and is
the world’s most powerful machine that is built on the “bits
+ neurons” platform. This supercomputer can solve complex
computation problems and tasks related to AI. Conclusively,
supercomputers based upon “bits + neurons” scheme expedite
technologically suitable workloads and deliver novel scien-
tific insights. Neurons can also be combined with qubits, and
together they can build a quantum computer with neuron-
inspired machine learning algorithms to derive a quantum
advantage over classical computation [344]. Qubits along with
bits can be another combination based on which quantum
processors can be developed [345], that has capabilities well
beyond the reach of classical computations. Therefore, explor-
ing possible synergies of “bits + qubits + neurons” will
shape the future of computing. With this, the capabilities of
“bits + qubits + neurons” must be extensively researched
and will remain a topic of active research in coming years.
However, some advanced computing systems and use cases
are already operating at the intersection between the pairs of
these computing methods.

F. Exploration of Solid-State Memories

Solid-state qubits are formed by electron spins [118]
followed by superconducting circuits [119], comprising of
Josephson junctions, interconnects, and passive elements, that
are designed to behave as a quantum mechanical two-stage
system with good isolation. Solid state quantum memories
are more advantageous and attractive as they can maintain
its coherence even at cryogenic temperatures. For example,
crystalline-solid spin ensembles formed by implanting defects
in lattice; such as implanting Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) cen-
ters into diamonds, or by rare-earth-doped crystals, can be
proved coherent for hours at cryogenic temperatures. Hence,
comprehensive efforts are needed to explore the union of
superconducting processors and solid-state quantum memories
to enhance the performance of transmission and generation
of microwave photons. Accordingly, steps must be taken to
investigate on-chip teleportation between a superconducting
qubit and NV in a local quantum memory. If these integra-
tions are successful, this hybrid technology would become the
most encouraging design to be scaled up into a comprehensive
quantum network. Therefore, employing such hybrid quantum
computers as end nodes in quantum networking, the next 5-10
years could see the implementation of a hybrid-technology QI
globally.

G. Quantum-Classical Synergy

A future QI will soon be developed owing to the
launch of various quantum satellites paving the way for
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long-distance entanglement and QKD with eavesdropping
detection. Quantum communication links will require already
mature fiber channels for the exchange of classical data
required for the quantum teleportation process [233]. QKD
also requires classical channels for information reconciliation
and privacy amplification, to achieve higher key rates and
reduced latencies over noisy communication channels [246].
A fully secure QKD based channels will ultimately connect
classical devices such as mobiles, tablets, smart wearables,
satellites, smart vehicles with utmost security. A secure quan-
tum cloud will exist, that will take care of user privacy and its
data through BQC. Thus, future QI will work in synergy with
the classical Internet giving rise to a universe of applications
with excellent security.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this survey, we have discussed the quantum Internet and
its technological advances that cover the basic concepts to
understand this novel technology. We have introduced the
readers to the basic physics underlying this technology and
the unmatched security and privacy that it offers due to laws
of inherently secure quantum mechanics. The future quantum
Internet will bring security based on various quantum key
distribution algorithms and will enable networking of clas-
sical and quantum nodes that are located remotely. The most
important and challenging requirement for quantum Internet is
quantum teleportation based on entanglement generation and
distribution between a network of far-away nodes. For this,
quantum repeaters are employed that generate entanglement
between far-away nodes with the help of entanglement swap-
ping among pairwise intermediary nodes, where the quantum
information is stored in local quantum memories. The quantum
information is fragile, which means that environmental effects
such as decoherence, where quantum information is lost with
time, will negatively impact quantum communication. Due to
decoherence, quantum states lose their properties and enters
the world of classical physics. Therefore, realization of the
quantum Internet technology will come with lots of design
challenges and complexities. Consequently, multidisciplinary
efforts will be required that will pave the way for the realiza-
tion of a full-fledged quantum Internet. A breakthrough has
been achieved since the launch of the quantum satellites that
have achieved QKD between two far-away ground stations,
which has motivated various research groups to speed up the
efforts to build a full-blown quantum Internet in near future.
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